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Change: Dreams - White WolfKithbooks Change: Dreams (1st edition) The fifth and final installment in the White Wolf Narrator series! The story is a game of modern fantasy, Changeling takes you to the secret realm of fairies on Earth. Although they live in this world, they participate in a fantastic world of life, which they
share with all the monstrous and beautiful creations of their own dreams and fantasies. Semi-human, half-phase, changers come in all sizes, from mischievous pucas to sullen trolls and bloodthirsty Red Cups. Come into a world where mythical adventures and magical wonder coexist with the mundane. 1995 ... 296
pages ... WW 7000 ... ISBN 1565047001Buy on Amazon Changeling: Dreams (2nd edition) Gateway to Arcadia, original paradise, closed. The only thing that remains is the world of humanity. Without any awareness of our true nature, humanity crushes us under its banal heel. Joy and laughter have disappeared; It's just
a dream. We change, forgotten, neither completely fae, nor completely mortal. The last of our kind on Earth, we have built an invisible kingdom for ourselves. We're everywhere, but you've never seen us. We hide not behind some fragile masquerade, but in plain sight with the power of our Glamour. We exist in a real
world pretense where imaginary things can kill and pretend monsters are real. The story of the game of modern fantasy. The Skithains are the heirs of the secret realm of the Earth's fairies. And yet they are only part of the fae; they are forced to take mortal guises in order to survive disbelief in magic. Fairy must strive to
prevent the giggle and lead to an endless spring so that platitudes consume everything and dreams will be lost. The second edition has refined and expanded settings and cosmology, as well as completely new and revised rules. However, it is fully compatible with the first edition and the rest of Storyteller games. A full-
color hard-to-cover book with art and graphics like you've never seen before. 1997 ... 296 pages ... WW 7300 ... ISBN 1565047168 Buy on Amazon Players Guide to Change: Dreaming Change Players Guide is an important guide for players and storytellers alike. By expanding the possibilities of fae and introducing a
whole new culture, the Player Change Guide opens up new possibilities for creative role-playing. In this you will learn new secrets behind the origins of the nine kith. Discover 13 nuns of the Nunneha people. Dive into the secrets of new arts, and explore the new legacies and backgrounds available to all Kithain.The
Change Players Guide includes: Advanced Rules for Casting Cantrips - No Cards; All new merits, shortcomings, heritage and abilities; Details of the game of Nunneha characters - Native American changed. 1996 ... 192 ... WW 7100 ... ISBN 1565047019Buy on Amazon Book Narrator Secrets 64 page book with change:
Dreaming screen storytellers. Book of Storytellers Secrets offers new material to revitalize and enrich the changing world. Learn the secrets of creating paths and uncover new Bank and Nightmares. 1995 ... 64 pages ... WW 7001 ... ISBN 1565047028Buy on Amazon Freeholds and Hidden Glens Freeholds, hidden by
their Glamour from the eyes of mortals, are places of splendor that dot cities and countryside across the Earth. Any place where the changing can become property, the ancient glens containing the natural springs of Glamour exist today. Freeholds and glens are Glamour fonts, places where miraculous and magical
effects are commonplace. The charm here is powerful: few people can resist the temptation of these small islands of miracle for a long time. Freeholds and Hidden Glens: Explores seven freeholds throughout Concordia, including noble and simplicity freeholds; Reveals the secrets of ancienttrods; Includes guidelines on
how to create freeholds for your own chronicles. 1995 ... 128 pages ... WW 7002 ... ISBN 1565047060Buy on Amazon Changing Players Kit This kit includes a 15 page full color section containing additional guidelines for using bins in your Game Changeling, as well as a list of new bins specifically designed for each kith.
These additional rules are provided to clarify the rules in the Changeling rulebook and to suggest some alternative uses for the Bunk system. This brochure is divided into two sections, one or both of which can be used by players and storytellers alike. Players should consult with their narrator before using any of these
additional rules or Bunks.Includes front and rear images of bunk cards as well as sheet character changes. 1995 ... 12 pages ... WW 7003 ... ISBN 1565047044Buy on Amazon Autumn People Change Year Hunter book features Autumn People, arguably the most dangerous enemy that the changing can face. Armed not
with weapons, but with their disbelief, the Autumn People are the most terrible enemies of all. This book contains extensive information about these servants of platitudes. 1995 ... 96 pages ... WW 7004 ... ISBN 1565047095Buy on Amazon Nobles: Shining Host Since time immemorial noble sidhe ruled fae. Learn their
secrets of power: how and why they keep them choking over the commoners. This book covers the story of the nobility, from their return to '69 and the war for conformity that followed, through the current poiltics and events among the sidhe. While many are envious of their gorgeous halls and delicate finery, sidhe pay a
high price for their splendor. They are ill-equipped to deal with destructive platitudes, but still obey Bedlam. here can be explored the secrets of those sidha who managed to balance the dichotomy that threatens to tear them apart. Nobles: Shining Host Features: - Details of the game of noble characters in the Chronicle of
Changeling. A new, previously unknown noble house. New noble art that can only be used by noble characters. 1995 ... 120 pages ... WW 7006 ... ISBN 1565047117Buy on Amazon Immortal Eyes: Toybox Welcome to San Francisco, the site of the rebirth of the fae on Earth. This city is perhaps the most important for
the fae, for Glamour here is stronger than any place on Earth. No other city contains more freeholds and magical sites than Shining City.The first part of the Immortal Eyes trilogy. Toybox, picks up where Toys will toys stopped. The Chronicle of Immortal Eyes combines a trilogy of novels with a series of game tutorials.
This first chronicle for Changeling: The Dreaming combines rich backgrounds and settings with a generous characterization and tightly woven plots that only fiction can provide. By doing so, the Chronicle of Immortal Eyes will immerse players and readers alike in the mystical world of Dreaming.Immortal Eyes: Toybox
features: A look at the freehold and lives of many of the fairies of San Francisco residents, as well as a complete history and overview of the Bay Area. Three mini-stories designed for mesh with the chronicle of immortal eyes. Details of the chronicle of Immortal Eyes, allowing you to play a story like this in novels, or
continue in a whole new direction . 1995 ... 152 pages ... WW 7200 ... ISBN 1565047036Buy on Amazon Immortal Eyes: Shadows on the Hill Welcome to Hawaii, one of the natural splendor in the world. From sparkling waterfalls to fiery volcanoes and black sand beaches, Hawaii is considered one of the most beautiful
places in the world. Hawaii has long been a haven for Kithain seeking to escape from devastating platitudes. Here you can also find the native Menehune-changing intentions of keeping their islands free from the encroachment of Banality.The second installment of the Immortal Eye trilogy, Shadows on the Hill raises
where Toybox left off. The Chronicle of Immortal Eyes combines a trilogy of novels with a series of game tutorials. Shadows on the Hill takes the characters to Hawaii, where they begin to explore the full spectrum of the Unseelie conspiracy. Features three major stories designed to mesh with Immortal Eyes chronicles.
Full information on Hawaii's native fae, Menehune. 1996 ... 152 pages ... WW 7201 ... ISBN 1565047052Buy on Amazon Immortal Eyes: The Court of All Kings of Ireland - the heart of Celtic myth and legend. Here is a land divided by small kings, a land of ancient mysteries and powerful magic. And the most popular of all
is the Silver Gate, the last gate to Arcadia -- rumoured to be hidden along the rocky shores of the islands. The Immortal Eyes trilogy has covered the globe, from San Francisco to Hawaii, and now, finally, to Ireland. Court of All Kings is the final part of the Immortal Eyes trilogy. The Court of All Kings includes: The
complete guide to Ireland is both real and enchanted; Features of three mini-stories surrounding the chronicle of the Immortal Eyes; Full details of the new Irish kite, Clurichaun.1996 ... 152 pages ... WW 7202 ... ISBN 1565047133Buy on Amazon Shadow Court Break the Veil and learn the secrets of the sinister shadow
court. But be careful! Unseelie does not take kindly to those who will spy on their affairs. The shadow court is a complete guide to Unseelie for both players and storytellers. This book offers a huge amount of information - from playing unseelie characters to running the Unseelie Chronicles. It offers everything from new
arts, kith and noble houses to secret societies, Unseelie festivals and customs. 1997 ... 128 pages ... WW 7005 ... ISBN 1565047109Buy on the Amazon Mighty Island Finally, discover the land of ancient magic - Britain! There is a place immersed in ancient magic and legends about fairies. Hidden forces, some older
than the earth itself, exist together with humanity and have mysterious secret agendas. Under the noses of mortal society throughout the kingdom are centuries-old battles for control of key places of power. Since the return of Sidha, the lights of battle have burned like never before, as the changers and magicians get
involved in the struggle for the power of Britain. This is a welcome change: The Dreaming Supplement provides important information about britain's changing and magicians. You are finally able to explore the homeland of fairy legends and discover the truth behind The British Coven and Chants. The Island of Mighty
reveals a vital link between magicians and changemen and explains how they have been related since the beginning of time. Highlights: Full world of darkness is a source for the UK, including: England, Wales and Scotland. The new whale, Gilme Dhu, also known as the Green, is a protector of the forest. Explores the
politics and history of Britain's fae and magicians, from the ancient arrival of Vic and Tuata de Danaan to the present day. 1997 ... 192 pages ... WW 7007 ... ISBN 1565047125Buy on Amazon Charmed Sometimes Mortals, Lucky or Miserable, Chosen Dreaming to Be Part of the World of Charm. Some carry fae blood,
although they do not change, and some are brought in according to the spell of glamour. However they come to dreams, these people will never be the same. This book offers a wealth of information about how changing people interact with the rest of the world, from mortals to the supernatural. It reveals the secret
unions of fae and prodigal, as well as their connection to mortals and magicians. Enchanted includes: Rules and clarifications on the effects of the extended impact of dreams on the changing and mortals, from immortality to madness; Full rules of the game Kineshem characters and information about how they interact
with the changing; Clear rules of the impact of enchantments on mortals and the supernatural.1997 ... 104 pages ... WW 7008 ... ISBN 1565047141Buy on Amazon Book of Lost Dreams This book offers a plethora of new information for players and storytellers alike. Here you'll find new homes, extended rules and
explanations for casting cantrip and other lost information about fae, as well as complete crossover rules for introducing changes in any Narrator's chronicle. Finally, the full story is included, in the game of beginners and veterans alike. 1997 ... 64 pages ... WW 7302 ... ISBN 1565047176Buy on Amazon Dreams and
Nightmares This guide takes you from near-dreaming to distant and unexplored regions of Deep Dream. Includes new chimeric creatures and new rules for the effects of Dreaming, as well as fantastic adventures that drive you through the dangers in this ever-changing land. 1997 ... 128 pages ... WW 7303 ... ISBN
1565047184Buy on Amazon Change Storytellers Guide Change: Dreaming is a game of fairies, hidden magic, strange worlds and imagination, all set in today's world. That's a lot more than we could ever hope to fit into one set of rules. Change Storytellers Guide therefore performs all game group dream no pun
intended. It picks up where the rulebook changes leaves and offers a plethora of new information, from rules explaining new and advanced systems to handling fae magic, and it puts that, and more, all in the hands of storytellers. Storytellers management not only answers the rules, but also offers completely new ways of
playing. New settings and new rules to extend the boundaries of your Changeling timeline are included. This book is the one that every changing storyteller needs. 1998 ... 144 pages ... WW 7009 ... ISBN 1565047087Buy on Amazon Kingdom willov This book lays the groundwork for dramatic changes coming for a
changing world. With high tsar David missing and presumed dead, political factions of fae play a deadly cat-and-mouse game to control the throne. Who will rule Concordia? 1998 ... 176 pages ... WW 7306 ... ISBN 1565047206Buy on Amazon Inanimae: The Secret Way 1998 ... 120 pages ... WW 7307 ... ISBN
1565047214Buy on Amazon Land eight million dreams In ancient times, China's fae served messangers and servants of the spiritual world. In those days they traveled freely between the realms of spirit and flesh. They were emissaries of nature, custodians and protectors of sacred places. Sienn (known as in the West)
are descendants of creatures that are trapped in the realm of flesh during the Mahakala (or Shattering). Divided by both form and judgment, Sien fights for survival in a world of mortals who have turned their backs on the realm of the spirit, a world full of other supernatural beings who will destroy them. Earth eight Million
Dreams Features: - A brand new Asian whale complete with new arts and powers; - a new setting for established characters to explore or start a completely new type of chronicle; Plots and plot readings, ready for the Storytellers to use them in the story of the Asian Chronicle. 1998 ... 152 pages ... WW 7308 ... ISBN
1565047222Buy on Amazon Noblesse Oblige: Book Houses From the Mythical Era, Noble Houses have been proclaimed as fairy leaders. While most of them know only a few of these houses, few really understand them. Finally, Baron Edgewick, the scribe of High King David, gathered a discourse about the five most
powerful houses of the Court of Seeley. These pages are a complete thesis and serve as a primer for those fae new to the house, and offers an insider's look at the inner workings of noble houses. This book offers an inside look at the five most famous Seelie courthouses: Dougal, Eiluned, Fiona, Gwydion and Liam.
Inside you will find the full history and culture of each house, as well as its views on other homes and the simplicity of kith.Full information on the five main courthouses of Seelie, from their origins in the mythical age to the present day. 1998 ... 144 pages ... WW 7305 ... ISBN 1565047192Buy on Amazon Pour L'Amour Et
Liberte: Book of Houses 2 Darkened SkyOn the Disappearance of the Supreme King, the Cold of Winter is spreading across the land - now the dawn of the unseen court! Once the courts traded the board - Seelie ruled the summer months and Unseelie in winter, but since Shattering Seelie reigned while Unseelie waited
patiently. With the departure of David Artie, Winter began to seize and the noble houses of the Court of Nevidi are preparing to take their place as rulers of the land of Concordia. All Hail Discordia.A Darkened SoulThe Book of Houses II offers a look at three of the most famous houses of the Court of Goodbye.. Each of
them has their plans for the winter, and each of them has their own means to achieve them. Inside you will find the history of the Unseelie courts, from their ancient betrayals to their modern day betrayals. Full guide to Unseelie House: Ailil, Balor and Leanhaun and new merits and flaws, Treasures and even new art -
New ideas about the plans of the Unseelie Court and how they plan to deal with the disappearance of the Supreme King of 1999 ... 160 pages ... WW 7304 ... Isbn on Amazon The Fool's Luck: The Way of the Commoner Since the rise of the high king David and the signing of the Treaty of Accord between the nobles and
the expanses of the kingdom settled a weak world. However, some downtime - especially those associated with the shadow court - still resent the noble rule. Trouble brews in the shadows and hidden places of David's land. But now that the High King is missing, nothing stands in the way of revolution. Freedom for all!
The Path of Simplicity offers an inside look at the daily life of the ordinary person Kithain. It also provides a complete history of commoners, from their status to Shattering, through their time self during Interregnum, to the present day. This is your chance to truly learn and play a simple whale, and your chance to dump the
fairies of the Lords as part of the Year of the White Wolf Reckoning. Includes: New merit, flaws and treasures, and two new common kith: Spriggan and Piskies. details of the game's common characters in the Changeling chronicle. 1999 ... 128 pages ... WW 7010 ... ISBN 156504715XBuy on Amazon Book of Lost
Homes: The Second Union dreams of Concordia lie broken by the disappearance of the High King. For the common and noble fae, anarchy spreads across the land and threatens a very changing world. However, those who believe that the worst happened now recognize a new threat: the Arcadia gate swings wide once
again. Five houses of The Sidha, left in Arcadia, return to the mortal world and find war-torn land ripe for conquest. The Book of Lost Houses explores the aftermath of the Second Renaissance as a new wave of noble fae burst onto the scene, ready to take their places as saviors or overlords. Nothing stays the same.
1999 ... 128 pages ... WW 7311 ... ISBN 1565044835Buy on Amazon Denizens of Dreams Born of Nightmares and Hidden Desires: Freed from Darklands Dreams, a host of dark relatives stalk the waking world. Pursuing their mysterious quests, creatures of ancient nightmares and recent horrors travel through strange
new paths of dark charm, weaving their seductive lures and gruesome visions into the fabric of a changing society. Dreams will never be the same. Dare the Dark:Denizens of the Dreaming catapultling: The Dreaming into the darker dimension, giving players and storytellers the rules of the game in Dark Relatives.
Discover new abilities, art, merit and flaws and explore the history of these mysterious creatures of dark representations. 1999 ... 96 pages ... WW 7310 ... ISBN 1565047346Buy on Amazon War in Concordia: The Destroyed Dream of the High King has disappeared. The dark gates to the nightmarish worlds have
opened. Concordia's dream of peace is broken down into the nightmares of warring factions. Parliament dreams dissolve as contenders take king David's place. Behind the scenes lurks the Shadow Court, ready to seize power. Time for change at hand... The Concordia War provides Changeling: The Dreaming
Storytellers and players the opportunity to create new dreams from the ruins of old and shabby visions. Includes major contenders for power in Concordia, proposals for large-scale battles and an in-depth look at how changing go to war. 1999 ... 128 pages ... WW 7309 ... ISBN 1565047249Buy on Amazon Kithbook:
Trolls True, Honor, JusticeIt for these things that trolls stand above all else. Silent and strong, trolls are often seen as defenders of the fae kind. They seve sidhe as warrors and knights, never questioning their place in kithain society. However, some say that this is not always the case ... once it was the trolls who ruled the
fairy kingdoms, and some say they will once again. While the trolls continue their silent vigil - watching... Expectations. Kithbook: Trolls features: The history of trolls, from their ancient war with the Sidhe to the present day; Extensive information about the troll community and their many orders; New merit and flaws are
only available to troll characters. 1996 ... 72 pages ... WW 7050 ... ISBN 1565047257Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Sluagh Everyone knows who sluagh is. They're nasty, smelly, slimy creepy, weirdos who know everything about everybody. They spy on all the other whales, keep forbidden revels in cavernous labyrinths
deep underground, and sometimes sacrifice childish to any dark things they worship. They also eat spiders and toads, hate sunlight and all the other kith, and can't trust how much boggan can throw an overweight troll. At least that's what we were told.... Kithbook: Sluagh features: Dark secrets sluagh, from their origins to
the present day; - an inside look at the sluagh of culture and behavior; New merit and flaws are only available for sluagh characters. 1997 ... Richard Dansky ... 72 pages ... WW 7051 ... ISBN 1565047265Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Nockers Creations are highly regarded among the kingdoms of Kithain, most changemen
bear little love for these dour and foul-mouthed masters. So rudely a nocker personality that few did not have the time to get to know them. However, those who are willing to do so discover that beneath all the hurumphing is a soul as passionate as satire and heart as thick as a troll. Kithbook: Nockers features --- a full
look at nockers from their ancient origins to modernity; An inside view of the culture and behaviour of the nokers; New merits and flaws for the characters nocker, as well as detailed rules for the creation of inanimate chimera. 1997 ... 72 pages ... WW 7052 ... ISBN 1565047273Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Satyrs To play a
love song and dance under the moon, is a legacy of satire. Play from their hearts, and their songs delve deeper to draw hidden passions from their audience. Here you will find a tale of satire - from their cherished novels to their fiery passions; from their great successes to their grim failures. Join the song and know what
must be one of the wild... KITHBOOK: SATYRS FEATURES: - The full story of satire, from their origins in ancient Greece to the present day, is an in-depth look at the society and culture of satire; New merits, flaws and treasures are only available for saytr characters. 1998 ... 72 pages ... WW 7053 ... ISBN
1565047281Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Pooka What some people call chaos, others call diversity or diversity. Pooka come in all shapes and sizes. Semi-humanoid and semi-animals, they live in mortal bodies like other whales, but can also go into the shapes of their specific animals. They are said to have a kinship with
the animal side of themselves: Pooka features a 'full look at pookas from their ancient origins to the present day;' An inside view of the culture and behaviour of the nokers; New merits and flaws for the characters of the bunch. 1999 ... 96 pages ... WW 7054 ... ISBN 156504729XBuy on Amazon Kithbook: Redcaps
Hungry Children, driven by humanity's most primitive dreams, redcaps exist in a blood-red nightmare of insatiable hunger. Wherever they go, their destruction and terror leave a trail of broken bones and shattered hopes. Despised by other whales, feared and hated as figures of uncontrollable savagery, redcaps of fame
in their dark reputation and dark desires. Or are they? What is behind their cruel energy and vicious practices? Ancient passionsInone, revealed the secrets of red cups. From their origins in time to history to their vital but despised role as performers of a changing society, the story of a hated whale echoes hunger and
crackling with snapping bones. This book bares the hopes, dreams and torment of redcaps for all to see and fear. 1999 ... Richard Dansky ... 96 pages ... WW 7055 ... ISBN 1565044827Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Eshu Dreamers of Freedom: Born from the dreams of wanderers and storytellers, eshu follow their own
mysterious traditions, maintaining a spirit of adventure and a desire for freedom. Although considered simple, these embodiments of the dreams of Africa, India and the Middle East claim to line up as royal as the noble of fae. However, too often, they have a reputation for irresponsible vagrants, tricksters and thieves.
What secrets does the esha hide? What leads them to a life of constant wandering? Keepers of the Road: Now the eshus go out to tell the story of their proud and ancient beginnings, the causes of their eternal travels and the secrets that lie beneath their carefree behavior. Tales of wild adventures and danger unfold all
to see. Nomads of a changing society have found their voice at last. U.S.Page Graf: 96, Author: Peter WoodworthDevelors: Nicky Rea and Jackie Cassada, Cover Artist: Tony Diterlizzi 2001 ... 96 pages ... WW 7056 ... ISBN 1565047850Buy on Amazon Kithbook: Boggan (cancelled) Change: Dreaming Hunter:
Reckoning The Magician: The Ascension of the Mummy: Resurrection of the Vampire: Masquerade Werewolf: Apocalypse Ghost: The Oblivion of the White Wolf - Spanish/Espanyol 2300 AD 7th Sea ADDS! Albedo Aliens Ardoine Change Amazing Engine Amber Boneless Ars Magic Atlantis Babylon 5 Butltech Table
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